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Hi Dave,
 
Please see the attached for staff’s comments to the NFSC/PY draft surface firmness ballot.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Regards,
 
Fred deGrano
Mechanical Engineer
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission | Division of Mechanical and Combustion Engineering
5 Research Place | Rockville, MD 20850
301-987-2711
 
Follow Us: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube

 
 
 
From: David Campbell <d.campbell@deca-inc.net> 
Sent: Sunday, March 17, 2024 11:44 AM
To: DeGrano, Frederick <FDeGrano@cpsc.gov>; Kish, Celestine <CKish@cpsc.gov>
Subject: Re: F406 NFSC/PY Standard - Surface Firmness test for mesh and fabric products

 
Good morning Celestine and Fred,
 
Checking in to get an update on when I can anticipate receiving CSPC responses on the
draft ballot for mattress firmness for both the Bassinets and Cradles and the NFSC/PY
standards.
 
Please advise.
 
Best regards,
 
Dave
 
Sr. Technical Advisor/Founder 
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Sheet1

		ASTM F 406 Non-Full-Size Crib/Play Yard Standard

						Initial Draft Date:		3/14/23

						Revision Date/Revision Level:		2/10/24 - Revision F Revised based on feedback from November subcommittee meeting; updated definitions based on Bassinets and Cradles Mattress, Floor, and Latching Ballot F15 (23-19).

						Ballot Item:



						Technical Contact:		David Campbell

						Telephone Number		(M) 330-304-8020

						E-mail:		d.campbell@deca-inc.net

				Reasons for Changes:



				1. 		The F409 Non-Full-Size Crib/Play Yard (NFSC/PY) standard is in the process of being modified in a separate ballot to clarify the definition of "mattress", add a definition for "floor", and allow for various floor constructions including having resilient padding material  below the floor. The NFSC/PY subcommittee has suggested that a play yard with resilient padding material below the floor, with or without a removable mattress, should be subject to a mattress firmness test similar to the test in  16CFR Part 1241 for Crib Mattresses. The changes proposed in this ballot are to adapt that firmness requirements to non-full-size cribs and play yards with resilient padding material below the floor, with or without, a removable mattress as suggested and are being balloted separately from the other changes.

				2. 		The subcommittee believes that the changes in this ballot are necessary to also address the firmness of the mattress and floor in products that include resilient material below the floor. Play yards are not subject to the mattress firmness requirements under 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattresses as the resilient filling material thickness in mattresses is limited to 1 inch. However, the total filling material in a play yard with resilient material below the floor (padded floor), with or without a removable mattress, could exceed the current 1 inch resilient material thickness limit of a separate play yard mattress. As the total thickness of the resilient material in the mattress and resilient material below the floor could exceed the current 1 inch limit for play yard mattresses, the subcommittee suggested that at a change should be made to add a firmness test for play yards with a padded floor when tested with or without a removable mattress.







				Change Key:

				1. 		Requirements and changes in cells filled with orange color are the current requirements with the changes and revised requirements proposed in the Final ballot, F15 (24-01), for Mattress/Floor Task Group to clarify the use of the term "mattress", add a definition for "floor", allow for various floor constructions including having resilient padding material below the floor, and that are related to mattress firmness requirements being proposed in this ballot. Also include revisions based on the Bassinets andb Cradles ballot F15 (23-19) for Mattress, Floor, and Latching. - In left-hand column. Additions in red color text, deletions in gray color test with strikethrough.

				2. 		Requirements for the mattress firmness test from 16 CFR Part 1241 that are proposed to be added to the Bassinets and Cradles standard are in bold front and with double underline.

				3. 		Proposed revisions to requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles are in bold red color text and double underlined.

				4. 		Deletions from requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 have strikethrough and are in gray color text.

				5. 		References to paragraphs in 16 CFR Part 1241 are in green color text and are provided to support the review of this ballot. Those references will be deleted from the requirements when published in the standard. 

				6. 		Cells filled with gray color are not being changed or are lines where new requirements for surface firmness are being added. Information in these cells is provided for reference only to allow review of the proposed changes.



		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.		CPSC Staff Comments 3/18/24

		1		3.1.13		mattress, n — a removable pad with a fabric, vinyl, or other material case filled with resilient material (such as cotton, foam, fiberfill, etc.) that is placed used as or on the floor of the unit.				 - Current Wording from F406-22 with changes from Bassinets and Cradles ballotF15 (23-19) to address mattress and floor definitions		GLOBAL: The firmness requirements should be combined with the mattress and floor requirements or balloted concurrently in order for CPSC staff and any voting members to adequately evaluate the effect of all the proposed relevant requirements on the safe use of the product.

		2				Discussion:  The mattress is placed on the floor of the unit.  				 - Moved extra information from definition above to discussion in this line.		Recommend modifying to indicate that the mattress may also be placed in a raised position above the floor such as in bassinet mode.

		3		3.1.14		floor mattress support surface, n—the internal surface of a mesh/fabric the play yard that supports the mattress or segmented mattress, assembly, is the top surface of a segmented floor structure, or is the surface intended for the occupant to  sleep on when a separate mattress is not provided. 				 - Current Wording from F406-22 with changes from Bassinets and Cradles ballotF15 (23-19) to address mattress and floor definitions

		4				Discussion:                                                                                  1. The floor may be rigid material, tensioned fabric, or fabric covering rigid material.                                         2. The floor may be padded using resilient material (such as cotton, foam, fiberfill, etc.) below the top surface of the floor  or may be unpadded.				 - Moved extra information from definition above to discussion in this line.

		5		3.1.AA		mattress support, n - rigid component(s), typically panels made of hardboard or plastic.				 - Current Wording from F406-22 with changes from Bassinets and Cradles ballotF15 (23-19) to address mattress and floor definitions		This definition alone seems insufficient with the additional information being moved into discussion. Recommend moving "which supports the weight of the occupant and transfers the weight of the occupant to the frame of the product" back into the main definition.

		6				Discussion:  Mattress support panel(s) may be inside a segmented or non-segmented mattress, inside a segmented floor structure, or included below the floor which supports the weight of the occupant and transfers the weight of the occupant to the frame of the product.				 - Moved extra information from definition above to discussion in this line.

		7		3.1.BB		segmented mattress - a mattress with two or more mattress support panels included inside the mattress.				 - Current Wording from F406-22 with changes from Bassinets and Cradles ballotF15 (23-19) to address mattress and floor definitions		Should the definition be modified to account for segmented mattresses that do not have mattress support panels included inside? For example, a segmented mattress may only contain resilient material and no mattress support panels because it is intended to be placed on top of a padded floor.

		8				Discussion: Mattress support panels are typically separated by a sewn seam or other means to allow folding of the mattress.				 - Moved extra information from definition above to discussion in this line.

		9		3.1.CC		segmented mattress - a mattress with two or more mattress support panels included inside the mattress. 				 - Current Wording from F406-22 with changes from Bassinets and Cradles ballotF15 (23-19) to address mattress and floor definitions		Duplicate from line 7

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		10				Discussion: Mattress support panels are typically separated by a sewn seam or other means to allow folding of the mattress.				 - Moved extra information from definition above to discussion in this line.

		11		3.1.DD		non-segmented mattress - a mattress with only one mattress support panel included inside of the mattress.				 - Current Wording from F406-22 with changes from Bassinets and Cradles ballotF15 (23-19) to address mattress and floor definitions		See comment from line 7

		12				segmented floor structure - a removable assembly that is typically covered with fabric, that has 2 or more mattress support panels included inside the assembly.				 - Current Wording from F406-22 with changes from Bassinets and Cradles ballotF15 (23-19) to address mattress and floor definitions

		13				Discussion:  The top surface of the segmented floor structure that supports the mattress.				 - Moved extra information from definition above to discussion in this line.

		14		3.1.DD		sleep surface - the surface of the mattress or floor intended for the occupant to sleep on.				 - Current Wording from F406-22 with changes from Bassinets and Cradles ballot, F15 (23-19), to address mattress and floor definitions

		15				Discussion: The sleep surface is on the mattress or floor.				 - Moved extra information from definition above to discussion in this line.		This seems redundant to the definition.

		16		3.1.22 		play yard (aka playpen), n—framed enclosure that includes a floor and has mesh or fabric sided panels primarily intended to provide a play or sleeping environment for children. It may fold for storage or travel.		No changes proposed; Provided for reference only; Not part of changes being balloted.		 - Current Wording from F406-20.  Included for reference to review proposed changes.

		17		5.16		Mattress:		No changes proposed; Provided for reference only; Not part of changes being balloted.		 - Current Wording from F404-19. Included for reference to review proposed changes.                                                                          - Adding the new requirements for mattress firmness in 16 FR Part 1241 to this section to apply to mesh/fabric play yards with resilient material below the floor with or without a removable mattress included. Also changes to add surface firmness test for products with resilient material below the floor.

		18		5.16.1		Each product shall be sold with a the mattress or shall include resilient material below the floor of the unit and above any mattress support(s) included.				 - Current Wording from F406-22 with changes from Bassinets and Cradles ballot, F15 (23-19), to address mattress and floor definitions		Consider simplifying this definition utilizing the newly defined term "sleep surface" such as "…or shall include resilient material directly below the sleep surface of the floor…"

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		19		5.16.2		Mesh/fabric play yard products shall meet 5.16.2.1 or 5.16.2.2.		No changes proposed; Provided for reference only; Not part of changes being balloted.		 - Current Wording from F406-20.  Included for reference to review proposed changes.

		20		5.16.2.1		Mattresses up to 1.5 in. thick:		No changes proposed; Provided for reference only; Not part of changes being balloted.		 - Current Wording from F406-20.  Included for reference to review proposed changes.

		21		(1)		The uncompressed filling material of the mattress such as foam, fiberfill, etc. shall not exceed 1 in. (25 mm) in thickness. The total thickness of the uncompressed mattress including all fabric or vinyl layers, filling material, and mattress support, if included inside the mattress, or the thickness of a separate segmented floor structure any structural members such as wood, hardboard, etc. shall not exceed 1 1⁄2 in. (38.1 mm).				 - Current Wording from F406-22 with proposed changes to address mattress and floor definitions

		22		5.16.2.2		Mattresses over 1.5 in. thick:		No changes proposed; Provided for reference only; Not part of changes being balloted.		 - Current Wording from F406-20.  Included for reference to review proposed changes.

		23		(1)		Total thickness of the mattress including all fabric or vinyl layers, filling material, and any structural members such as wood, hardboard, etc. shall not exceed 2 in. (50.8 mm).		No changes proposed; Provided for reference only; Not part of changes being balloted.		 - Current Wording from F406-20.  Included for reference to review proposed changes.

		24		(2)		Mattress to Product Side Gap Measurement—When a mattress is centered in the manufacturer’s recommended use position, and installed with all required attachment means, no gaps greater than 1⁄2 in. (12.7 mm) shall be present when measured according to 8.32.		No changes proposed; Provided for reference only; Not part of changes being balloted.		 - Current Wording from F406-20.  Included for reference to review proposed changes.

		25		5.X		Segmented Mattress and Segmented Floor Structures				 - Proposed changes to F406-22 to address mattress and floor definitions

		26		5.X.1		A  segmented mattress or segmented floor structure that is removable and is used with a separate mattress shall, per the manufacturer's instructions,  be secured into the product when in the manufacturer's recommended use position.				 - Proposed changes to F406-22 to address mattress and floor definitions

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		27		5.16.3		New section for surface firmness		Mattress and Floor Surface Firmness for of Mesh and Fabric Products with Resilient Material below the floor surface (padded floor): (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 5.10)		 - Added surface firmness requirements - Adapted mattress firmness requirements 16 CFR Part 1241.                                                                                                                                -  Modified to include firmness and test method for play yards with resilient material below the floor.                                                                                                   - Changed terms used from "mattress firmness" to "surface firmness" as these requirements apply to products with a separate mattress included and products without a separate mattress included.                                                                           		Firmness requirements for products without resilient materials below the floor should also be tested.

Consider changing to "Sleep Surface Firmness…" to utilize the newly defined term.

		28		5.16.3.1		New section for surface firmness		All crib mattresses within the scope of this standard, When tested in accordance with 8.29 6.3, products with resilient material below the floor surface (padded floor) shall comply with either 5.16.3.1.1 and 5.16.3.1.2 or 5.16.3.1.3 the feeler arm shall not contact the sleep surface of the crib mattress. (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 5.10.1) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241 with changes to apply the firmness requirements to play yards with resilient material below the floor and address products with and without a removable mattress included .                                                                                                                - Revise to test products with resilient material below the floor that include a separate mattress  both with and without the mattress inside the unit.                                                                                                                                      - This requirement is limited to play yards with resilient material below the floor with or without a removable mattress included. Original equipment mattresses provided with play yards, without resilient material below the floor, are not included within the scope of 16 CFR Part 1241 and are thus not subject to the mattress firmness test. 		See comment above (line 27)

		29		5.16.3.1.1		New section for surface firmness		For products with a removable mattress included, the feeler arm shall not contact the sleep surface of the crib mattress when tested with the mattress in the product per the manufacturer's instructions. (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 5.10.1)		 - Modify requirements from 16 CFR Pat 1241 to add sleep surface firmness test conditions and pass/fail criteria for testing the surface firmness in a bassinet or cradle with and without a removable mattress included.

		30		5.16.3.1.2		New section for surface firmness		For products with a removable mattress included, the feeler arm shall not contact the top surface of the crib mattress floor when tested without the removable mattress in the product. (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 5.10.1)

		31		5.16.3.1.3		New section for surface firmness		For products without a removable mattress included, the feeler arm shell not contact the surface of the floor.  (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 5.10.1)				Change "shell" to "shall"

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		32		8.29		New section for surface firmness		Mattress Surface Firmness Test for products with resilient material below the floor: (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241, modified to address testing of products with resilient material below the floor.                                                                                               - Changed terms used from "mattress firmness" to "surface firmness" as these requirements apply to products with a separate mattress included and products without a separate mattress included.                                                                                   		See comment above (line 27)

What about products without resilient materials below the floor?

		33		8.29.1		New section for surface firmness		Test Fixture: (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.1) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241, no change proposed change to the test fixture. Only added Imperial weight and dimensional information to be consistent with the current standard.

		34		8.29.1.1		New section for surface firmness		The fixture, as shown in Fig. 3, shall be a rigid, robust object with a round footprint of diameter 8 in. ± 0.04 in. (203 mm ± 1 mm), and an overall mass of 11.5 lb. ± 0.04 lb. (5200 g ± 20 g). The bottom surface of the fixture shall be flat and the lower edge of the fixture shall have a radius not larger than 0.04 in. (1 mm). Overhanging the footprint by 1.6 in. ± 0.08 in. (40 mm ± 2 mm) shall be a flexible, flat bar (feeler arm) of width 0.47 ± 0.08 in. ( 12 mm ± 0.2 mm) with square-cut ends. This bar (feeler arm) may be fashioned from a shortened hacksaw blade. The bar feeler arm shall rest parallel to the bottom surface of the fixture and shall be positioned at a height of 0.59 in. ± 0.08 in.(15 mm ± 0.2 mm) above the bottom surface of the fixture. The bar feeler arm shall lay directly over a radial axis of the footprint (i.e., such that a longitudinal centerline of the bar feeler arm would pass over the center of the footprint). (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.1.1) 		 - Added Imperial units to be consistent with the rest of the standard.                                                                                                                -  Change the term "bar" to include and use the term "feeler arm" to be consistent with terminology in Figure 3.                                                                                                                                    -  Added clarification to indicate that the bottom surface of the fixture is flat.

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		35				New section for surface firmness

		36		8.29.1.2		New section for surface firmness		Included on the fixture, but not overhanging the footprint, shall be a linear level that is positioned on a plane parallel to the bar feeler arm, and in a direction parallel to the bar feeler arm. (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.1.2) 		 - Change the term "bar" to include and use the term "feeler arm" to be consistent with terminology in Figure 3.  

		37		8.29.1.3		New section for surface firmness		Other parts of the fixture, including any handle arrangement and any clamping arrangement for the bar feeler arm, shall not comprise more that 30% of the total mass of the fixture, and shall be mounted as concentric and as low as possible. (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.1.3) 		 - Change the term "bar" to include and use the term "feeler arm" to be consistent with terminology in Figure 3.  

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		38		8.29.2		New section for surface firmness		Test preparation, definition of test locations , and fixture placement. Mattresses that are supplied with a product shall be tested when positioned on that product. Mattresses sold independent of a product, shall be tested on a flat, rigid, horizontal support. After-market mattresses for play yards and non-full-size cribs shall be tested with each brand and model of product it is intended to replace.		 - Adapt requirement to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.                                                                                                                                 - Separate information that definition of test locations and fixture placement and information for test methods into a separate section to cover both products with a single mattress support and allow for products with two or more mattress support panels.                                                                                        - Delete requirements for mattresses sold independent if the products and after-market mattresses as those mattresses re covered under 16 CFR Part 1241.

		39		8.29.2.1		New section for surface firmness		Set up the product in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.  (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.1) 		 - Add assembly requirement for products.                                                                                                

		40		8.29.2.1.1		New section for surface firmness		Products with multiple recommended use positions per the manufacturer's instructions, shall be tested in the recommended use position most likely to fail.		 - Added to allow for and cover mesh and fabric products with multiple use positions.		The test should be completed on all use positions. Products may use different mechanical means to support the mattress in different use positions so it is impossible for laboratories to determine which use position is the most likely to fail.

		41		8.29.2.2		New section for surface firmness		Where a removable mattress is included with the product and a user of the a mattress could possibly position either side face up, even if this is not an intended use, then both sides of the mattress shall be tested. (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.2) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241 with changes for NFSC/PY standard.    		Remove "...is included with the product..." to account for after-market mattresses intended to be used with products with padded floors.

		42		8.29.2.3		New section for surface firmness		Before testing each the product and any included mattress, the following steps shall be followed: (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.3) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241 with changes for NFSC/PY standard.    		Similar to comment above (line 41), remove the word "included" to account for after-market mattresses.

		43		8.29.2.3 (A)		New section for surface firmness		Verify there is no excess moisture in the product or mattress, beyond reasonable laboratory humidity levels. (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.3 (A)) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241 with changes for NFSC/PY standard.    

		44		8.29.2.3 (B)		New section for surface firmness		Allow sufficient time after unfolding and setting up the product and mattress, if included, per the manufacturer’s instructions to fully inflate the resilient material below the floor and mattress, if included before conducting the test. if shipped in a vacuum sealed package.  (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.3 (B)) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241 with changes for NFSC/PY standard.    

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		45		8.29.2.43(C) 		New section for surface firmness		Shake and/or agitate the mattress in order to fully aerate and distribute all internal components evenly.  (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.3 (C)) 		 - Delete requirement as mattresses and floors with resilient material below the floor for mesh and fabric products do not have internal components that require agitation to distribute the filling material.

		46		8.29.3		New section for surface firmness		Firmness Test Locations and Test Fixture Positioning - Products with resilient material and mattress support below the floor:		 - Add requirements to define test locations and test fixture positioning for mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor with or without a separate mattress included.

		47		8.29.3.1		New section for surface firmness		Products where the mattress support is made of a single panel, that also include a removable mattress without seams for folding the mattress, or do not include a removable mattress, shall be tested with the mattress firmness test fixture in the locations and test fixture positioning identified in this section.		 - Add section to apply the requirements in this section to those products with resilient material below the floor that have a non-segmented mattress support below the floor. Test both with and without a separate mattress if included and test without a separate mattress if not included.

		48		8.29.3.1.1		New section for surface firmness		Mark a longitudinal centerline on the mattress sleep surface, if a mattress is included with the product, or floor, and then divide this line in half as shown in Figure X1. This point (1) will be the first test location. Then further divide the two lines on either side of the first test location into halves. These will be the second (2) and third (3) test locations.  (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.3 (F)) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241 with changes for NFSC/PY standard.                                                                                                                           - Add illustration to clarify test locations.		Recommend simplifying to "Mark a longitudinal centerline on the mattress sleep surface and then divide…"

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		49				New section for surface firmness		ERROR:#VALUE!

		50		8.29.3.1.2		New section for surface firmness		Position the test fixture on each of the test locations, shown in Figure X2, with the footprint of the fixture centered on the location, with the bar feeler arm extending over and parallel to the longitudinal centerline and always pointing at the same end of the floor or mattress sleep surface and then test each location in accordance with 8.29.4. (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.4) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241 with changes for NFSC/PY standard.                                                                                                                       - Revised to clarify that feeler arm is to be positioned over and parallel to the longitudinal centerline.                                                                                 - Added illustration to clarify how the feeler arm is to be positioned.		The firmness test fixture in Figure X2 is not centered on the marked test location.

Simplify "…floor or mattress sleep surface…" to "sleep surface"

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		51				New section for surface firmness		ERROR:#VALUE!

		52		8.29.3.2		New section for surface firmness		Products where the mattress support is made of two or more mattress support panels, that also include a removable mattress with or without seams for folding, or do not include a removeable mattress shall be tested in the locations identified in this section. 		 - Added requirement for testing products with resilient material below the floor with two or more mattress support panels below the floor.		Similar to comment from line 7, consider revising to account for products with segmented mattresses without mattress support panels that are intended to be placed on top of a padded floor.

		53		8.29.3.2.1				Mark the location of the fold seams between the mattress support panels located below the floor on the floor surface or the top surface of the mattress as shown in Figure X3, X4, X5, X6, or X7.		 - Added requirement for testing products with resilient material below the floor with two or more mattress support panels below the floor.		See comment from line 52.

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		54				New section for surface firmness		ERROR:#VALUE!				See comment from line 52.

		55		8.29.3.2.2		New section for surface firmness		Mark the longitudinal centerline of the removable mattress, if included, and the floor of the product as shown in Figure X4, X5, X6, or X7.
		 - Added requirement for testing products with resilient material below the floor with two or more mattress support panels below the floor.

		56		8.29.3.2.3		New section for surface firmness		Locate and mark the geometric center of each mattress support panel on the surface of the removable mattress, if included, and the floor as shown in Figures X4, X5, X6, or X7. The geometric center of all mattress support panels are the test locations for the firmness test.		 - Added requirement for testing products with resilient material below the floor with two or more mattress support panels below the floor.		Raised or lowered portions of segmented mattresses may be more hazardous for sleep when placed on top of a padded floor. A flatness test similar to the test specified in the bassinets and cradles standard F2194-22e1 should be added to F406 to address potentially uneven sleep surfaces.

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		57				New section for surface firmness		ERROR:#VALUE!				This figure is confusing. Consider using different colors (or grey scales) for the lines representing the fold seams and centerlines.

Arrows appear to be slightly off target and sometimes overlap critical features as shown in excel. 

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		58				New section for surface firmness		ERROR:#VALUE!				Figure caption incomplete

		59		8.29.3.2.4		New section for surface firmness		Position the test fixture on each of the geometric center test locations identified in 8.29.3.2, with the footprint of the fixture centered on the location, with the bar feeler arm extending as described in this section extending over and parallel to the longitudinal centerline and always pointing at the same end of the floor or mattress sleep surface , and then test each location in accordance with 8.29.4. (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.4) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241 with changes for mesh and fabric products with two or more mattress support panels below the floor.    

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		60		8.29.3.2.4.1		New section for surface firmness		For all mattress or floor sections where the width of the mattress support panel is 14 in. (356 mm) wide or less, position the feeler arm to extend over and parallel to the longest centerline of the mattress support panel for the section being tested as shown in Figure X6. 		 - Added information to define how to position the test fixture when testing mesh and fabric products with two or more mattress support panels below the floor.                                                                                                        - Define position of feeler arm to be positioned parallel to the longest centerline when testing mattress support panels 14 inches wide or less to avoid potential variations in test results due to feeler arm contacting the surface along a seam. 		Suggest rewording to "...position the feeler arm to extend over and parallel to the centerline of the mattress support panel. If the mattress support panel is 14 inches wide or less, use the mattress support panel centerline that is perpendicular to the longitudinal centerline. If the mattress support panel is more than 14 inches wide, use the mattress support panel centerline that is parallel to the longitudinal centerline."

		61				New section for surface firmness		ERROR:#VALUE!				The firmness test fixture is not centered on the marked test location.



		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		62		8.29.3.2.4.2		New section for surface firmness		For all mattress or floor sections where the width of the mattress support panel is more than 14 in. (356 mm) wide, position the feeler arm to extend over and parallel to the longest centerline of the mattress support panel for the section being tested as shown in Figure X7. 		 - Allow for testing mattress support panels more than 14 inches wide.

		63				New section for surface firmness		ERROR:#VALUE!				The firmness test fixture is not centered on the marked test location.



		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		64		8.29.4		New section for surface firmness		Test Methods: (16 CFR Part 1241-Paragraph 6.3.2) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241, no change proposed

		65		8.29.4.1		New section for surface firmness		Test configurations		 - Define test configurations for products with or without a separate mattress included.

		66		8.29.4.1.1		New section for surface firmness		Test a product with resilient material below the floor surface (padded floor) that has a removable mattress included shall be tested in accordance with this section with the mattress positioned in the product per the manufacturer's instructions.		 - Add requirements to test products with resilient material below the floor both with and without the removable mattress in those products that include a removable mattress.		Remove the word "Test" in the beginning of the section.

		67		8.29.4.1.2		New section for surface firmness		Test a product with resilient material below the floor surface (padded floor) that has a removable mattress included shall also be tested in accordance with this section without the mattress in the product.  

		68		8.29.4.1.3		New section for surface firmness		Test a product with resilient material below the floor surface (padded floor) without a removable mattress included with the product, shall be tested in accordance with this section when setup per the manufacturer's instructions.		  - Add requirements to test products with resilient material below the floor that are not provided with a separate, removable mattress.

		69		8.29.4.2		New section for surface firmness		Surface Firmness Testing 		 - Define test methods for surface firmness test

		70		8.29.4.2 (A)		New section for surface firmness		Place the mattress, if included, in the manufacturer’s recommended use position if there is one, in the supplied product, or on a flat, rigid, horizontal support.  (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.3 (D)) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241 with changes for NFSC/PY standard.                                                                                           - Delete test option for testing mattress on a rigid surface as if a mattress is available, it is supplied and tested with the product.

		71		8.29.4.2 (B)		New section for surface firmness		Let the product and any included mattress rest for at least 5 minutes.  (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.3 (E)) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241 with changes for NFSC/PY standard.    

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		72		8.29.4.2 (C)		New section for surface firmness		At each test location in turn, smooth out the floor or mattress sleep surface as much as possible to remove any local high spots and remove any wrinkles in the floor or mattress fabric, rotate the bar feeler arm to point in the required direction, and gently set the fixture down on the floor or mattress sleep surface, ensuring that the footprint of the fixture does not extend beyond the edge of the floor or mattress. The fixture shall be placed as horizontal as possible, using the level to verify. Failure occurs if the bar makes contact with the top surface of the floor or mattress sleep surface, even slightly, the product mattress is considered to have failed the test.  (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.4 (A)) 		  - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241 with changes for NFSC/PY standard.                                                                                                                             - The change to smooth out the floor or mattress sleep surface to remove any local high spots and remove wrinkles in the floor or mattress fabric has been added to address issues and variability observed in performing this test. Need task group members to review and comment if this change will address some of the inconsistencies that have been noted in the testing.

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		73		8.29.4.2 (D)		New section for surface firmness		Repeat Step (A) at the remaining locations identified in 7.13.2.3(F) 6.3.2.3(F).   (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.4 (B)) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241, no change proposed other than updating paragraph number.		Should steps A through C be repeated rather than just A?

		74		8.29.4.2 (E)		New section for surface firmness		Repeat Step (A) at a location away from the centerline most likely to fail (e.g. a very soft spot on the floor or mattress sleep surface or at a raised portion of the floor or mattress sleep surface). In the case of testing a raised portion of a floor or mattress sleep surface, position center of the fixture such that the bar feeler arm is over the raised portion, to simulate the position of an infant’s nose.   (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.4 (C)) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241 with changes for NFSC/PY standard.    

		Line No.		Section Number		Current Wording from F406-22                        with proposed changes to clarify         mattress, add floor definition,                          and clarify latching requirements.         Additions in bold black text and underlined; deletions in gray color text with strikethrough.		Proposed Requirements/Changes -     Requirements from 16 CFR Part 1241 Crib Mattress Federal Regulation;                     Proposed text changes for mattress and floor firmness test in bassinets and cradles in bold red text and with double underline,		Rationale, Notes, and Discussion for changes to 16 CFR Part 1241 to adapt requirements to mesh and fabric products with resilient material below the floor.

		75		8.29.4.2 (F)		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241, no change proposed other than updating paragraph number.		In the event that the fixture is not resting in a nearly horizontal orientation, repeat the test procedure at that location by beginning again from paragraph 8.29.4.2 (b)(14)(x)(A). However, if the test produces a fail even with the device tilted back away from the bar feeler arm so as to raise it, then a fail can be recorded.   (16 CFR Part 1241 - Paragraph 6.3.2.4 (D)) 		 - Text from 16 CFR Part 1241, no change proposed other than updating paragraph number.
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Figure X1 - Product with non-segmented mattress support with or without removable mattress 

Figure X2 - Product with non-segmented mattress support with or without removable mattress 

Feeler arm over and parallel to the longitudinal centerline

Mattress firmness test fixture on test location 2

Figure X3 Shown with equal width mattress support panels

Figure X4 Shown with all mattress support panels with same width

Geometric center of panels

Figure X5 Shown with mattress support panels with different widths

Geometric center of panels

Figure X6 - Test fixture position on mattress support panels less than 14 in. (356 mm) wide

Feeler arm over and parallel to the longest centerline

Mattress firmness test fixture on test location 2

Longest centerline for this  mattress support panel

Figure X7 - Test fixture position on mattress support panels more than 14 in. (356 mm) wide


Mattress firmness test fixture on test location 1

Feeler arm over and parallel to the longest centerline
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Wadsworth, OH 44281
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distribution of this message, or the taking of any action based on information contained herein is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized use of information contained herein
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From: Frederick deGrano <FDeGrano@cpsc.gov>
Date: Monday, March 4, 2024 at 2:52 PM
To: David Campbell <d.campbell@deca-inc.net>
Subject: RE: F406 NFSC/PY Standard - Surface Firmness test for mesh and fabric products
 
Hi Dave,
 
Please let me know if you have any issues with staff responding to the NFSC/PY draft ballot
with comments next week by the 11th simultaneously with the bassinets and cradles
comments. Since the two draft ballots are similar, I want to make sure we’re consistent in our
comments between the two draft ballots to avoid confusion or contradiction.
 
Regards,
 
Fred deGrano
Mechanical Engineer
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission | Division of Mechanical and Combustion Engineering
5 Research Place | Rockville, MD 20850
301-987-2711
 
Follow Us: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube

 
 
 
From: David Campbell <d.campbell@deca-inc.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2024 7:10 PM
To: Garry Gillett <ggillett@djgusa.com>; Anna Carter <anna.carter@ironmount.com>; Brenda Hogan
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<b.hogan@deca-inc.net>; Robert Omansky <robert@dreamonme.com>; Rachael Shagott
<rshagott@bpqconsult.com>; Jennifer King <Jennifer.King@newellco.com>; Aysha Kiyani
<ayshak@dreamonme.com>; Sam Shamie <sshamie@deltaenterprise.com>; Anthony Paolo
<anthonypaolo@cox.net>; Kish, Celestine <CKish@cpsc.gov>; Torres, Carlos <CTorres@cpsc.gov>;
Nancy Manuyama <nancy@sidsillinois.org>; Richier, Peter <PRichier@kolcraft.com>; Leticia Perez
<LPerez@kolcraft.com>; Lisa LeBlanc <lleblanc@uppababy.com>; Eleni Rrapushi
<ERrapushi@djgusa.com>; Taxier, Daniel <DTaxier@cpsc.gov>; DeGrano, Frederick
<FDeGrano@cpsc.gov>; Michelle Corrigan Erikson <michelle.corrigan@stinson.com>; Whittle,
Shannon (HC/SC) <shannon.whittle@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Cc: Jailynn McGhee <jmcghee@jpma.org>; Lynyak, Molly <mlynyak@astm.org>; Scott A. Lewis
<slewis@DeltaEnterprise.com>
Subject: F406 NFSC/PY Standard - Surface Firmness test for mesh and fabric products

 
Hello All Mattress and Floor Task Group members,
 
Attached is a revised draft of the ballot for mattress firmness for mesh and fabric non-
full-size cribs and play yards with resilient material below the floor. The requirement is
now called out as “surface firmness” as we are testing the firmness of either the
mattress or the floor.
 
In this revised ballot, I have incorporated the feedback received from the task group
review of the initial draft of the ballot and the direction presented to the subcommittee
during the November meeting. The major changes made are to allow for testing products
with two or more mattress support panels and a mattress that has sewn seams for
folding and require testing of products with a separate mattress included both with and
without the mattress. The changes address the positioning of the feeler arm on the test
fixture to avoid variability in test results from the feeler arm touching the mattress along
a seam where a fold can cause the resilient material and fabric to raise up and then
affect the test results.
 
To address various design options and not be design restrictive, the changes have gotten
more involved and the length of the ballot has increased. Please review the ballot and
provide your feedback by Wednesday, March 6th. If needed, based on the feedback
received, we will schedule a task group meeting to discuss the feedback on the ballot
and finalize the changes.
 
FYI – a similar draft ballot for surface firmness will be sent out to the Bassinets and
Cradles task group last week. For those who are reviewing the bassinets and cradles
draft ballot, the changes for the mesh and fabric products in the NFSC/PY standard are
essentially the same as the changes for bassinets and cradles.
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Finally, during the subcommittee meeting in November, I had suggested that after the task
group had incorporated and reviewed the changes proposed during the subcommittee
meeting that we would then send to ASTM for balloting. However, given the changes I have
made, I propose to send the revised ballot to the full subcommittee for review and comment
before sending it to ASTM for balloting. Please provide your thoughts and recommendation on
this.
 
Please contact me with any questions or to discuss.
 
Best regards,
 
Dave
 
Sr. Technical Advisor/Founder 

3215 Greenwich Road
Wadsworth, OH 44281 
Mobile: 330-304-8020
E-mail: d.campbell@deca-inc.net
Skype: davidecampbellassociatesinc
Website: www.deca-inc.net
 
This message and its contents (to include attachments) may contain confidential and proprietary information. You are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, or
distribution of this message, or the taking of any action based on information contained herein is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized use of information contained herein
may subject you to civil and criminal prosecution and penalties. If you are not the intended recipient, you should delete this message immediately.
 
 

 
 
 
 
*****!!! Unless otherwise stated, any views or opinions expressed in this e-mail (and any
attachments) are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of
the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission. Copies of product recall and product
safety information can be sent to you automatically via Internet e-mail, as they are
released by CPSC. To subscribe or unsubscribe to this service go to the following web
page: http://www.cpsc.gov/en/Newsroom/Subscribe *****!!!
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